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valorisation and preservation of
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growth assets in theAdriatic- Ionian area
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LEAD PARTNER
University of Basilicata
SAFE (School of Agriculture Forestry and Environment)
DICEM (Departement of European and Mediterranean
cultures)
Address: Viale dell'Ateneo Lucano, 10 | 85100 | Potenza | ITALIA
Contact person: Mr. Biagio Perretti, biagio.perretti@unibas.it

1. Regional agency for territorial promotion of Basilicata
2. ENTERPRISE GREECE S.A.
3. Municipality of Preko
4. Region of Epirus - Regional Unit of Thesprotia
5. BSC, Business support centre Ltd., Kranj
6. Union of Chambers of Commerce and Industry of Albania
7. City Municipality Mediana – City of Nis
8. Zlatibor Regional Development Agency

PROJECT PARTNERS



Rationale: The ADRION region is among 
the  richest of natural, cultural 
heritage sites, many listed in UNESCO 
heritage.
Recent developments of market in the 
ADRION region brought common oppor-
tunities and risks. The fast growth of 
visitors offered unforeseen economic 

opportunities, but also created imminent risks of overexploitation of the histo-
rical and natural resources, and exclusion of special needs tourists.
THEMATIC will offer a joint framework for capacity building in the fields of 
planning and management of sustainable and accessible tourism.
Innovation capacities will be tested in pilot actions and transferred to the 
network, contributing to the EUSAIR Strategy fourth pillar: development of 
sustainable, thematic tourisms.

THE PARTNERSHIP: THEMATIC brings together research and innovation 
actors, policy making actors, and business actor, from ADRION for a 
comprehensive innovation strategy (quadruple elix). The Lead Partner, 
University of Basilicata (UNIBAS), is a leading actor in Innovation and 
Sustainable development in Basilicata.

MAIN PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
Create a Strategy and an action plans for the capacity building for 
sustainable and accessible thematic and cultural tourisms

Design and implement pilot actions and joint promotional initiatives for the 
development of sustainable and accessible
tourism.

PROJECT MAIN 
OBJECTIVE

Promoting the development
of sustainable and accessible,

cultural and naturalistic
tourism.

Increased capacity for
innovation in the field of

sustainable and accessible
thematic tourism development.

PROJECT MAIN RESULT

Project main result will be the increase of innovation capacity among stakehol-
ders of the touristic system based on natural and cultural resources in the 
ADRION region. The actions for capacity building will increase capacities to 
propose sustainable touristic products and services on the international 
market.
The network of regional partners will stay as long term asset for the generation 
of sustainable development The actions of capacity building
and innovative actions for accessible tourism will widen the economic potential 
of the regional systems, producing a more equal, and non discriminatory cultu-
ral tourism.
The promotional actions and the pilot projects, easily transferable and repli-
cable, will produce an increase of the economic activities based on
historical and naturalistic resources.

PROJECT BUDGET
EUR 1,448,999.17

ERDF AND IPA II 
FUNDING
EUR 1,231,649

PROJECT PARTNERS
8

COUNTRIES
6

PROJECT 
DURATION

24 MONTHS


